
 
 

SITE LICENCE AGREEMENT 
 

This Site License Agreement sets out the terms and conditions relating 
to the purchase and/or use by you of this ‘Dr Mark’ computer file 
(Software file). Please close this Software file and do not use it in any 
way or form unless you accept these terms. 

 
1. By accepting this agreement you do not become the owner of the Software file, 

but you do have the right to use the Software file in accordance with this 
agreement. 

 

2. The Software files contains ‘Dr Mark’ educational material originally produced in 
printed book format now made available in this ‘Software’ format and as such the 
same copyright law applies to the contents and format of the Software files as it 
does to the original printed book material, in accordance with the Copyright, 
Designs and Patents Act, 1988. 

 

3. Unauthorised copying, lending or resale under any scheme is strictly prohibited. 
Accurate records are kept of all purchasers of this Software file and action will be 
taken against any unauthorised users. 

 

4. You agree to use your best efforts to take all reasonable steps to protect the 
Software file from unauthorised use, illegal reproduction or illicit distribution. 

 

5. The site-licence allows the Software file to be installed onto any computer 
system within the purchasing establishment only, provided that it is not 
accessible in any way to users outside of the establishment, without obtaining 
prior written permission of Dr Mark Biddiss (via www.dr-mark.co.uk). 

 

6. The pages of the Software file may be extracted and displayed individually for 
specific educational use within the purchasing establishment only. 

 

7. The contents of the Software file may be reproduced or displayed in its current 
format on computers ‘on-screen’, in printed form or projected onto 
electronic/interactive whiteboards. 

 

8. ‘Dr Mark’ Biddiss warrants for a period of twelve months from the date of 
purchase of this Software that under normal use, the material of the CD-ROM will 
not prove defective and that the Software is properly recorded on the CD-ROM. If 
during the twelve month period a defect should appear, you may return the 
Software for replacement without charge and this is your sole right with respect 
to such a defect. 

 

9. The sole liability of ‘Dr Mark’ Biddiss in respect of the Software file is as set out in 
paragraph 8, and ‘Dr Mark’ Biddiss will not be responsible for any direct, 
incidental or consequential damages, such as, but not limited to, loss of profits or 
contracts, suffered by the purchaser. 

 

10. You agree that, regardless of the form of any claim you may have, ‘Dr Mark’ 
Biddiss’ liability for any damages to you or any other party shall not exceed the 
purchase price paid by the first purchaser of the Software. 
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SOME OF THE SCIENCE
 YOU’RE EXPLORING:

OBJECTIVE:

WHAT YOU NEED:

19

       Dip the pointed end of your pencil in some
         washing-up liquid and then hold the pencil-point
          just over the triangle-shaped hole in the stern
            of your boat.  Wait for a drop of washing-
              up liquid to fall into the gap or quickly and
               gently touch the surface of the water
                 within the triangle-shape hole.

SOAPY SPEED BOATS,
        PETRIFIED PEPPER
              & WATER RINGS

Chemistry: Properties of materials:
liquids, bonding, water, surface tension,
Physics: Physical Processes, forces &motion, Biology: Life Processes &Living Things: movement.

To have fun exploring some of the strange

properties of water’s stretchy skin in four

simple experiments.

Washing up liquid (or other liquid detergent), a bowel or
sink of water (make sure that whatever container you
use is very clean with no traces of soap or detergent

anywhere otherwise the experiments won’t work), a pencil,
a small piece of cardboard, a pair of scissors, a length of
very thin sewing thread (about as long as your hand) tied

into a small loop, some finely ground pepper and a
sewing needle.

   Cut your small piece of cardboard into a
   boat-shape.  Start with a rectangle-shape
   piece of card about 5 or 6cm long and about
2 or 3cm wide.  Cut it to be pointed at one
end for the front of the boat (the bow) and
along the back edge (the stern) cut out a small
triangle-shaped hole. If you don’t cut the
triangle of card out completely,
you can bend it
upwards and
use it as
a handle.

Gripping the triangle-shaped handle,
VERY GENTLY rest your boat on the
surface of the water in your bowl
or sink.
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       Dip the pointed end of your pencil in some
         washing-up liquid and then hold the pencil-point
          just over the triangle-shaped hole in the stern
            of your boat.  Wait for a drop of washing-
              up liquid to fall into the gap or quickly and
               gently touch the surface of the water
                 within the triangle-shape hole.

SOAPY SPEED BOATS

   Cut your small piece of cardboard into a
   boat-shape.  Start with a rectangle-shape
   piece of card about 5 or 6cm long and about
2 or 3cm wide.  Cut it to be pointed at one
end for the front of the boat (the bow) and
along the back edge (the stern) cut out a small
triangle-shaped hole. If you don’t cut the
triangle of card out completely,
you can bend it
upwards and
use it as
a handle.

Gripping the triangle-shaped handle,
VERY GENTLY rest your boat on the
surface of the water in your bowl
or sink.

WHAT YOU NEED:
Washing up liquid (or other liquid detergent), a bowel or sink of water (make sure that whatever

container you use is very clean with no traces of soap or detergent anywhere otherwise the
experiments won’t work), a pencil,a small piece of cardboard and a pair of scissors.

Some Questions:
1 .  What did you notice?
2.  What do you think is going on?
3.  What other things could you
     investigate and think about?
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WHAT YOU NEED:

Some Questions:
1 .  What did you notice?
2.  What do you think is going on?
3.  What other things could you
     investigate and think about?

FLOATING METAL

A small sewing-needle, a little cooking-oil, a small piece of paper tissue, two forks,
a deep plate, bowl, frying pan or sink (make sure whatever you use is completely clean

with no traces of detergent or soap) and some clean water.

Put some water into your deep plate,
bowl, frying pan or sink, at least
2cm deep.

Wipe a very thin layer of cooking oil
onto your needle and rest it on
a small dry square of paper
tissue (about 3cm x 3cm)

Very gently float the tissue and
needle onto the surface of the water Using the prongs of your two forks,

VERY GENTLY AND SLOWLY push
down on the floating tissue paper on
each side of the needle to sink the
tissue down into the water.

2cm
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19

WHAT YOU NEED:
Some finely-ground pepper, a clean dinner plate or large frying pan (make sure the

plate or pan is completely clean with no traces of detergent or soap),
clean water and some washing-up liquid (or other detergent)

Some Questions:
1 .  What did you notice?
2.  What do you think is going on?
3.  What other things could you
     investigate and think about?

Put some water into your
dinner plate or frying pan,
at least 1/2 cm deep.

Put a small amount of
washing-up liquid
or detergent
onto the end
of a finger

Very lightly and gently dip the
detergent-coated finger into
the floating pepper in the
middle of the plate or
pan.

Lightly sprinkle a small amount of the
finely ground pepper all over the surface
of the water and leave it for a few
seconds to settle and
spread out evenly.
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WHAT YOU NEED:

Some Questions:
1 .  What did you notice?
2.  What do you think is going on?
3.  What other things could you
     investigate and think about?

WATER CIRCLES

About 12 to 15cm of very thin sewing-thread, a clean dinner plate or large frying pan
(make sure the plate or pan is completely clean with no traces of detergent or soap),

clean water and some washing-up liquid (or other detergent)

Put some water into your dinner plate or
frying pan, at least 1/2 cm deep.

Tie your sewing-thread into a small
knotted loop and very gently float it
onto the surface of the water

Put a small amount of
washing-up liquid
or detergent
onto the end of
a finger

Very lightly and gently dip the
detergent-coated finger into
the surface of the water
inside the floating
loop.
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SOME QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT

WHAT

HAPPENS

SO WHAT’S
GOING ON

Your boat is resting on what can be thought of as
the thin, stretchy skin layer of the water.  Water
particles or molecules pull on each other to stick
together.  Water molecules at the surface (between
water and air) have no water molecules to pull against
on the air side.  So to make up for this they pull
more strongly against the other molecules next to
them. This helps to form a strong surface layer that
behaves like a stretchy skin and is called the
meniscus.  The pull from the water molecules that
forms this stretchy meniscus skin is called surface
tension, and is pretty much the same strength in all
directions across the surface of the water.

Now, when you add washing-up liquid (or any other
kind of soap or detergent) to water, the washing-
up liquid molecules mix with the water molecules and
pull to stick to them.  Water molecules are attracted
to stick to washing-up liquid molecules more than
they are to each other.  This loosening or weakening

of the attraction of each water molecule to each
other means that they become less sticky and so
spread further apart.  This effectively weakens the
meniscus skin of the water in that area, making it
thinner and even stretchier.

OK: lets get back to the boat.  When you gently
rested your boat on the meniscus skin of the water,
the surface tension of the water molecules pulled
it equally in all directios; that’s why it could rest
without moving. However, when you dripped some
washing-up liquid into the water at the back end of
the boat, the washing-up liquid weakened the surface
tension or pull of the meniscus skin in that area.  So
this weakened the pull of the meniscus on the back
end of the boat.  Because the surface tension of
the meniscus at the opposite end of the boat (the
front) had not yet weakened and so was now stronger,
the boat was pulled swiftly in that direction.

Instantly your cardboard boat will shoot across the surface of the water like a speed-boat!

1.  What do you think is going on?   (see ‘SO WHAT’S GOING ON?’)

2.  What happens when you add more washing-up liquid to the boat once it has stopped?

3.  What happens if you start again with a clean bowl of water, but instead of using a boat, this
     time sprinkle just a small amount of finely ground pepper all over the surface of the water
     and drip your washing-up liquid into the centre of the water’s surface?  (answer provided)

4.  What happens if you start over yet again, but instead of using a boat or pepper, you float a
     small loop of very thin sewing thread on the surface of the water and drip your washing-up
     liquid into the inside of the loop?  (answer provided)

5.  What other things (variables) could you change to explore what happens?
     (some suggestions provided)

                                           (Numbered answers and explanations to some of the questions are given on the next page)
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SOME TRICK TIPS

Ans. 3: The pepper quickly shoots outwards in all directions towards the sides of the bowl and away from
             the centre where you dripped the washing-up liquid.  Some of the pepper will sink too.  It’s as if the
             pepper was scared and petrified of the washing-up liquid! Actually, each piece of pepper is part of
             the same tug-of-war going on in the meniscus skin of the water, as was going on in your boat exper-
             iment.  Before adding the washing-up liquid, the water molecules of the meniscus (supporting and
             surrounding each speck of pepper) pulled on each other with equal surface tension in all directions
             across the surface of the water.  Just as with your boat experiment above, adding washing-up
             liquid weakened the pull, or surface tension, of the water molecules in that area, causing them to
             spread  apart.  However, the surface tension of the meniscus surrounding and away from the
             washing-up liquid still pulled in all directions just as strongly.  So, the weaker meniscus in the
             centre allowed the surrounding stronger pulling meniscus to pull it outwards in all directions
             towards the sides of  the bowl, dragging the pepper along for the ride!  The pepper that sinks is
             actually denser than  water and only stays up in the first place because of the strength of the
             meniscus at the start.

Ans. 4: The uneven cotton loop will suddenly form into an almost perfect circle.  As with your boat and
             pepper experiments, the surface tension of the meniscus was pulling on all sides of the thread
             equally, both inside and outside the loop.  When you dripped washing-up liquid inside the loop, the
             surface tension of the enclosed meniscus became weaker.  However, outside and surrounding the
             loop, the surface tension of the meniscus there was still just as strong and carried on pulling on
             the thread equally in all directions.  The weaker meniscus pulling inwards within the loop was no
             match for the stronger meniscus pulling outwards on the outside of the loop.  The loop formed
             a circle because the outside meniscus pulled outwards equally in all directions towards the sides
             of the bowl.

Ans. 5: Other things you could change and explore include:
          ...Drip a bigger or smaller drop of washing-up liquid into the triangle-shape hole in the boat;
          ...Use a weaker washing-up liquid (or detergent), or just water down the one you already used;
          ...Cut the boat from thicker or thinner card or other sheet materials;
          ...Cut different shape boats and different size boats;
          ...Cut different shaped holes in the back of the boat;
          ...Cut the hole in different positions along the back edge of the boat or even along the sides;
          ...Try hotter and colder water;
          ...Try other brands of washing-up liquid or liquid detergents.

Water’s stretchy meniscus skin is strong enough to
hold up some water insects, such as pond skaters
or surface striders. These insect’s bodies are actually
heavier and denser than water, and so should sink.
Not only don’t they sink, these insects can actually
stand, walk and skate across the surface of the
meniscus skin!  Special hairs on their bodies and
long legs allow them to spread their weight more
evenly and barely even dent the meniscus skin’s
surface.  This prevents them from breaking through.

Using the same trick as the water insects, you can
even rest a sewing needle on the meniscus skin of
water without it falling through and sinking!  (One
way is to carefully place a lightly greased but
otherwise dry needle on a small piece of paper tissue.
Gently float the tissue and needle on the surface
of some clean water.  With the prongs of two forks,
VERY gently push the tissue down at each end to
sink it into the water.  This should leave your needle
resting on the surface!).

...REMEMBER: Use a clean bowl or sink  - before you start each new experiment the bowl or sink must
     be clean of any soap, washing-up liquid or any other detergent, otherwise the experiment will  not work.

...Smooth, still & shallow-  you don’t need deep water.  A centimetre or so in the bottom of a flat-bottomed
     bowl or sink will do fine.  Also make sure that the surface of your water is smooth and  still before you
     start.

ANSWERS TO SOME OF THE
NUMBERED QUESTIONS:

WHERE ON EARTH




